
In 1965, AAE introduced its own football and rugby goal 
posts to local schools and universities. Our reputation for 
designing quality custom equipment is what ultimately 
spawned our manufacturing of the first portable football 
goals for the Philadelphia Eagles’ summer camps in 1968. 
And even today, from hinged goal posts to custom end-
zone platforms, AAE football equipment can be found in 
numerous NFL stadiums.
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Unique hinged base 
plate design makes 
erecting and dismantling 
the goal an easier job.

Welded bracket permits 
a winch and cable to 
mechanically raise and 
lower the entire goal.

Hinged Offset Football Goals

  Ideal for stadiums used for multiple sports  
and/or events

  Allows maintenance crews to assemble and  
disassemble goals at ground level - easier and  
safer to install or remove than other offset goals

  Unique hinged base plate permits removal and  
reinstallation of the goals by following these  
easy steps:

1. Simply remove anchoring bolts

2. Pivot goal forward to lower to ground level

3. Remove each upright and crossbar

4. Disengage pin from 3/4” thick steel hinged 
base plate to detach centerpost

  Six-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of  5-1/2” 
diameter steel

  Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”  
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar

  Uprights are 20’ high (30’ for pro model), 4”  
diameter structural aluminum tubing

  Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for high school,  
while the college and pro models are 18’ 6”

  High school and college models feature a white  
or yellow powder-coated finish on the entire  
goal for minimal maintenance

  Pro models are finished with a three-step  
painting process with a baked enamel Day-Glo® 
Saturn Yellow finish for even higher visibility

  All hardware is galvanized steel

HSG-HS $9,250/pr.
HSG-NCAA $9,250/pr.
HSG-PRO $11,450/pr.
HSG-HS/8 (8’ offset) $9,800/pr.
HSG-NCAA/8 (8’ offset) $9,800/pr.

Foundation Box & Cover

  Gives offset goals a “finished look” and creates an 
easy access point to remove goals 

  Heavy-duty 12-gauge galvanized steel formed  
frame with offset angles for turf attachment

  Covers fabricated of 11-gauge aluminum with  
welded structural reinforcements

  Includes two box frames, two pairs of half covers 
and two full covers

FBC-GA/ASG  (ASG goals) $1,450/pr.
FBC-GA/HSG (HSG goals)      $1,650/pr.

EXCLUSIVE! The RazeR

  The RazeR is used with AAE hinged style football 
goal posts to automate the raising and lowering 
it in under 30 seconds

  Constructed of a welded reinforced steel frame

  Powder-coated in a durable safety orange

  Pneumatic wheels make unit completely 
portable - roll out only when needed

  Includes electric winch with remote and
battery holder (battery not included)

  Facilitates replacing torn upright flags and 
removal of goals

RAZER $2,250

HSG-PRO Model Shown
Lincoln Financial Field

Home of the Philadelphia Eagles

Hinged Football Goals
AAE 

Extended 

25-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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Specially engineered sub-surface 
plate eliminates ground sleeves.

Exclusive “C Channel” design 
increases strength and durability.

Want perfectly aligned uprights every 
time? No need for “gimmicky” adjustable 

upright features with your AAE goals.

Offset Football Goals

  Six-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of  5-1/2” 
diameter zinc-coated and primed steel

  Welded 3/4” thick steel plate for ground anchoring

  Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”  
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar

  20’ high uprights (30’ for pro model) are made of 4” 
diameter structural aluminum tubing

  Specially engineered sub-surface plate allows easy 
installation and adjustments - no ground sleeves

  Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for high school, while 
the college and pro models are 18’ 6”

  All hardware is galvanized steel

  Entire goal features a white or yellow powder- 
coated finish for minimal maintenance

  Optional FBC Foundation Box & Cover provides easy 
access for goal removal

  Custom centerpost powder-coating available for 
additional cost

ASG-HS $8,100/pr.
ASG-NCAA $8,100/pr.
ASG-PRO $8,450/pr.

ASG-NCAA Model Shown

Offset Football Goals
AAE 

Extended 

25-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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Other colors also available - call for details.
Colors shown here are as accurate as printing allows.
Colors appear brighter on products when seen outdoors.

COLOR CHART

RED

BLUE BLACK

MAROON

NAVY BLUE

ORANGE

GREEN

YELLOW

A velcro flap that 
runs the entire 
length of the pad 
guarantees a 
secure fit.

8 Ft. Offset Football Goals

  Greater offset accommodates other sports goals 
underneath the crossbar

  Eight-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of  
5-1/2” diameter zinc-coated and primed steel

  Welded 3/4” thick steel plate at bottom of  
centerpost for ground anchoring

  Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”  
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar

  20’ high uprights (30’ for pro model) are made of 4” 
diameter structural aluminum tubing

  Specially engineered sub-surface plate allows easy 
installation and adjustments - no ground sleeves

  Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for high school,  
while the college and pro models are 18’ 6”

  All hardware is galvanized steel

  Entire goal features a white or yellow powder- 
coated finish for minimal maintenance

  Optional FBC Foundation Box & Cover kits make 
accessing the goal foundation plates for removal a 
simple task

  Custom centerpost powder-coating available for 
additional cost

ASG-HS/8 $8,650/pr.
ASG-NCAA/8 $8,650/pr.
ASG-PRO/8 $9,000/pr.

  Designed to fit most any goal post

  Provide additional safety on the field

  Premium foam - 4” and 6” thick x 78” high - encased 
in double-knife coated vinyl

  Velcro flap allows for simple installation

  Available in blue, red, green, yellow, navy  
blue, orange, black and maroon (see below)

  Other colors are also available - call for details

  Silkscreen your school initials or nickname for  
an additional charge

GP4R (4” thick) $650/pr.
GP6R (6” thick) $795/pr.

Goal Post Pads

ASG-HS/8 Model Shown with Optional Powder-coated Centerpost

Offset Football Goals
AAE 

Extended 

25-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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Expandable Offset Football Goals

  Perfect for facilities that hold both high school and 
college games

  Innovative crossbar design that, in a matter of  
minutes, adjusts the uprights to either the official 
high school or official NCAA width

  Unique Safety Guide is a slot/groove design made 
of UHMW, preventing upright rotation while bolts 
are removed for adjustments

  Six-foot offset centerpost is fabricated of  5-1/2” 
diameter steel

  Exclusive “C-Channel” attaches to the 5-1/2”  
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar

  All hardware is galvanized steel

  Entire goal features a white or yellow powder-
coated finish for minimal maintenance

  Optional FBC Foundation Box & Cover provides easy 
access for goal removal

ESG $10,350/pr.
ESG/8 (8’ offset) $10,900/pr.

Hinged 180° Rotational 8’ Offset
Football Goal Posts

  Goal post rotates 180° in opposite direction to 
remove football crossbar from interfering with 
soccer game play - only used when football and  
soccer share the same end line 

  Hinged baseplate design allows for easy raising 
and lowering of assembled goal post

  Standard 8’ offset gooseneck to accommodate our 
soccer goal’s groundbar

  Eight-foot offset centerpost (gooseneck) is fabri-
cated of 5-1/2” diameter zinc-coated and primed 
steel; 6’ Offset/Custom upright heights available 
upon request

  Welded 3/4” thick steel plate with ribs for ground 
anchoring

  Exclusive “C-Channel” provides 4’ additional welded 
support for attaching 5-1/2” diameter heavy-wall 
aluminum crossbar

  20’ high uprights are made of 4” diameter struc-
tural aluminum tubing

  Specially engineered sub-surface plate allows easy 
installation and adjustments - no ground sleeves

  Uprights spaced 23’ 4” apart for High School, while 
the NCAA model is 18’ 6” apart

  All hardware is galvanized steel

  Entire goal features a white or yellow powder-
coated finish for minimal maintenance 

HSG-HS/8-180 $10,750/pr.

HSG-NCAA/8-180 $10,750/pr.

Spring-loaded pin 
makes for a quick 
transition in a 
matter of seconds.

Hinged baseplate 
allows for easy 
raising and lowering 
of goal.

AAE’s Safety Guide 
prevents uprights 

from rotating during 
adjustment stages.

ESG/8 Model Shown

Specialty Football Goals
AAE 

Extended 

25-Year
Limited 

Warranty

AAE 
Extended 

25-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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Accu-Kick Adjustable Practice Football Goal

  Used by several NFL teams to help their kickers score better under pressure 
by narrowing target practice, honing visualization techniques and building 
confidence

  Uprights slide along the horizontal crossbar to adjust anywhere from 18’ 6” to 
6’ - reduce or extend by pulling each upright to desired setting by using scale 
printed on underside of crossbar

  Uprights are painted white on one side and yellow on the opposite side to allow 
a 180º rotation for an instant on-field color change (important for college level 
kickers)

  Constructed of heavy-wall aluminum and stainless steel, making it durable 
under all weather conditions

  Two 24’ high uprights are made of 4” diameter aluminum tubing

  Uprights attached at the base to a sliding stainless steel sleeve that
independently runs along the 4” square aluminum crossbar

  Stainless steel handle provided to manually adjust uprights

  Four 12” pneumatic tires mounted on stainless steel axles, so it can be easily 
moved by two people

AK-APFG $6,250

Suspended Football Goal Post

  Furnish your indoor facility with our quality 
designed suspended football goal post

  Similar to our offset style goal posts minus the 
gooseneck

  Features a stainless steel internal tube with 
welded structural eyelet

  Goals are manufactured with 4” diameter 
aluminum tubing for uprights and 5-9/16” 
diameter heavy-wall aluminum crossbar with 
welded inserts

  Choose from three (3) models: HS model 
features 23’-4” upright spacing with 20’ uprights; 
NCAA model features 18’-6” upright spacing 
with 20’ uprights; and PRO model features 18’-6” 
between uprights and 35’ uprights

  Durable powder-coated finish is standard and 
available in high visibility White, Yellow and Day-
Glo® Saturn Yellow

SFG-HS $3,195/ea.
SFG-NCAA $2,995/ea.
SFG-PRO $3,595/ea.

U.S. Patent No. 6,375,585

SFG-PRO Model Shown
Atlantic Health Jets Training Center

Specialty Football Goals
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Official Hinged Rugby Goal

  Improved design from our official rugby goal with 
a hinged base plate, which makes installing and 
removing goal a simpler task

  Hinged base plate sits above ground level (see 
inset photo) - only ground sleeves are installed 
below ground

  White powder-coated (standard) 4” dia. structural 
aluminum tubing with welded inserts for crossbar 
and upright attachment

  Uprights spaced 5.60 meters (18’ 4-1/2”) apart 
with overall height of 9.14 meters (30’) for high 
school, college or club levels and 13.41 meters 
(44’) for international competition

AHG-RUGBY/H $6,295/pr.
AHG-RUGBY-I/H $7,995/pr.

White or yellow powder-coated uprights & 
crossbar upgrade available for $550/ea.

Rollaway “H” Goals

  AAE originated the “portable” football goal in 1968 
to meet the needs of both NFL® teams and NCAA 
universities in providing the greatest flexibility for 
practice facilities

  Fabricated with 4” diameter heavy-wall aluminum 
tubing connected with structurally reinforced 
aluminum

  Uprights spaced 18’ 6” apart at 35’ height for PRO 
model and 20’ height for NCAA model, and 14’ 
uprights spaced 23’ 4” to meet NFHS width specs

  Tighter RHG-PRO/9 model features 9’ portable 
practice target, which NFL teams including the San 
Diego Chargers and Miami Dolphins prefer

  Four 12” pneumatic tires with stainless steel axles 
are provided for ease in moving the goal

  Unpainted, mill finish is standard on entire goal for 
minimal maintenance

  Custom powder-coated finishes available

RHG-HS $3,895/ea.
RHG-NCAA $3,895/ea.
RHG-PRO $4,995/ea.
RHG-PRO/9 (9’ width) $3,450/ea.

RHG-NCAA Model Shown w/
Optional Powder-coated Uprights                

Portable Football Goals

“H” Football Goals

  Used for both football and rugby, manufactured 
with 4” diameter structural aluminum tubing with 
welded inserts for crossbar attachment

  High school uprights spaced 23’ 4”/20’ overall  
height and collegiate uprights spaced 18’ 6”  
apart with overall height of 30’ to meet current  
NCAA specifications

  Aluminum ground sleeves and caps included

  Durable mill finish is standard - available in white 
or yellow painted finish upon request 

AHG-HS $3,000/pr.
AHG-NCAA $3,200/pr.

Official Rugby Goal

  Similar to our “H” football goals, but designed to 
meet official rugby regulations

  Uprights spaced 18’ 4-1/2” apart with overall 
height of 30’ for college or club level and 44’ for 
international competition

  Uprights are 4” dia. aluminum tubing with welded 
inserts for crossbar attachment

  Aluminum ground sleeves and caps included

  Durable white powder-coated finish is standard

AHG-RUGBY $3,500/pr.
AHG-RUGBY-I $4,695/pr.

AAE 
Extended 

20-Year
Limited 

Warranty

AAE 
Extended 

20-Year
Limited 

Warranty

RHG-PRO/9 model shown 
above with optional 
powder-coated uprights 
at San Diego Chargers’ 
practice facility.

AAE 
Extended 

20-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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White/yellow combo powder-coated 
uprights/crossbar upgrade

(shown above) available for $950.

Combination Goals

  Designed for synthetic or natural turf multi-purpose 
fields, where field space is limited

  Comes complete with a set of small loop stays 
for net support (nets sold separately), aluminum 
ground sleeves and caps

  Mill finish is standard on entire goal for minimal 
maintenance

  White goal mouth and/or painted uprights  
available upon request for an additional cost

HS models only:
  4” diameter aluminum “one-piece” uprights,  

bent to accommodate 24’ for soccer and 23’ 4”  
for football

  Soccer portion of the uprights and crossbar are  
fabricated of 4” diameter slotted, structural  
aluminum extrusion designed to accept our  
MNC Molded Net Clips, which easily attach  
soccer nets

  CSF-HS has the additional feature of a 4” flat 
aluminum facing welded to the soccer portion  
of each goal

NCAA models only:
  Fabricated with two-piece uprights and a  

welded truss beam design for the crossbar in  
order to meet the required 18’ 6” width for  
football and 24’ width for soccer

  CSF-NCAA with flat facing is also available

CAG-HS $4,650/pr.
CAG-NCAA $5,350/pr.
CSF-HS $5,200/pr.
CSF-NCAA $5,900/pr.

CAG-HS Model Shown with 
Optional Powder-coating

Simply remove the net 
and stays and the CAG 
becomes an official 
football goal within 
minutes.

Rollaway Combination Goals

  Originally designed for Georgetown   
University’s rooftop athletic field, many other  
schools appreciate its compact design for  
synthetic or natural turf and multi-purpose  
fields where space is limited

  4” diameter structural aluminum tubing

  Uprights and crossbar made of a custom slotted, 
structural aluminum extrusion designed to accept 
our MNC Molded Net Clips, which easily attach 
soccer nets (sold separately)

  All side stays and groundbars are made of a  
heavy-wall 4” diameter aluminum extrusions

  Two sets of dual 12” pneumatic tires with stainless 
axles are included with each goal

  Mill finish is standard - white goal mouth  
and/or painted uprights available upon request

HS model only:
  “One-piece” uprights, bent to accommodate  

24’ for soccer and 23’ 4” for football

NCAA model only:
  Features two-piece upright construction and a  

welded truss beam crossbar design to meet the  
required 24’ for soccer and 18’ 6” for football

RCG-HS $9,600/pr.
RCG-NCAA $10,300/pr.

By detaching the net, 
the RCG instantly 
becomes an official 
football goal.

Combination Goals

RCG-HS Model Shown with 
Optional Powder-coating

AAE 
Extended 

10-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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Specially designed 
hitch attachment with 
wheels & handle.

Removable wheels 
included for easy 
transport.

Tie-down cleat prevents  
the hoisting rope from  
becoming a tripping hazard.

Football BallStopper® System

  Keeps field goal and extra point kicks inside the 
field, protecting bystanders, cars and yards from 
stray footballs  

  Available in 35’ or 40’ (8” dia. x .188” wall) height 
sets that outfit two endzones (4 posts/2 nets)

  Structurally engineered four-post design installs 
into provided aluminum ground sleeves

  Knotless HTPP nets (3-1/2” sq. x 50’ wide x 35’/40’ 
high) are treated for outdoor use

  Rope and pulley system featuring a tie-down cleat, 
makes it easy to raise or lower the net for each 
game or as required

  Mill finish is standard on posts (custom 
powder-coating also available at extra cost)

FBS-35 (35’ post height) $10,250/set
FBS-40 (40’ post height) $11,550/set

90° Practice Hurdle   

  EXCLUSIVE! UV-Stabilized Polycarbonate (“UVSP”) 

Risers - scratch & fade resistant OmniColor® resins, 
recessed stainless steel hardware,redesigned push-
button notches for smoother height adjustment

  Aerospace aluminum frame with dome welded  
end caps and self-adjusting weights

  Push-button height adjustment modified to  
24”/27”/30”/33”/36” (39” height not available)

  Flat base, stabilizer bar and reinforced post  
welded into world’s strongest 3-way hurdle  
frame

  Double-web Lexan board including FREE*  
custom silkscreen

XLAH-CP $180

NEW! Portable Quarterback Station

  Allow your quarterbacks to practice wherever you 
want with this mobile unit

  All-aluminum, welded frame is lightweight and 
easily moved on its built in cart

  Knotless, nylon netting  features three catch 
pockets and moveable vinyl targets

PQBS $3,395

Field Essentials

AAE 
Extended 

20-Year
Limited 

Warranty
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Goal Line Markers

  Ideal for field marking, as well as for drills

  Molded from orange flexible PVC

  4” sq. and 18” high with weighted safety base

  Pylons are sold in sets of four

GLM (set of 4) $50

Yard Line Markers

  Display yardage (G, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) with  
foldable 18” sq. “A-frame” & 16” vinyl base

  1” thick sturdy foam encased in double knife- 
coated vinyl cover

  Available in white, black, blue, red, green, orange 
or yellow/numerals silkscreened in choice of color

YLM (set of 11)    $650

Wind Directional Flags

  Included with all AAE football goals, but also  
available separately

  Two-ply, red nylon fabric (4”W x 42”L)

WDF $14/ea.
WDF-4 (set of 4) $54

Football Landing Mats

  Fabricated of premium 12” thick foam encased in 
double knife-coated vinyl (6’ W and 10’ L)

  Heavy duty handles and buckle straps are box- 
tacked to encasement body, so there is no  
hardware to break or lose

  Available in red, blue, navy blue, green, black,  
orange, maroon or yellow

FLM $1,100/ea.

Divided Utility Box & Cover

  Special divided layout separates electric from other utilities

  Dual-lid design provides individual access to each side

  Included PVC insert allows lids to be closed, yet electrical cords to remain  
plugged in underneath

  Box construction (galvanized or aluminum) deters the elements and 
provides seamless finish for any track or field (see inset photo)

  Reinforced aluminum cover designed to accept any track/synthetic surface

  Standard size 10”D x 18”W x 30”L - custom sizes available upon request

UBC-GA/101830-D (galvanized) $975/ea.
UBC-AL/101830-D (aluminum) $975/ea.

Utility Boxes & Covers

  Perfect solution to enclose on-field communication devices and outlets

  Galvanized box construction deters the elements and provides a seamless  
finish for any track or field

  Reinforced aluminum cover designed to accept any track/synthetic surface

  Three standard sizes, but also available in custom sizes upon request

UBC-GA/101830 (18” x 30”) $725/ea.
UBC-GA/103636 (36” square) $950/ea.
UBC-GA/104242 (42” square) $1,050/ea.

Shown In-Ground with
Contractor Applied Turf on Cover

Field Essentials


